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Harvard in 1980. For several decades, he focused on the structure and design of DNA-binding 
proteins, with appointments as a Professor at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 
(1982-1991) and MIT (1991-2001), and as an InvesTgator with the Howard Hughes Medical 
InsTtute (1986-2001). Given his contribuTons to molecular biophysics, he was elected to the 
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However, impelled by deeper quesTons about human thought and prospects for the human 
future, he resigned his academic appointments, reading and studying as widely as possible 
across fields of neurobiology, psychology, economics, history, philosophy, mathemaTcs, 
poliTcal science, and current affairs. During this interval, Dr. Pabo had a Guggenheim Fellowship 
for work on “Theories of Thought” and had appointments as a VisiTng Professor at Caltech, 
Stanford, Berkeley, and the Harvard Medical School. As he proceeded with this pan-disciplinary 
inquiry, he always tried to 1) understand the theories espoused in each realm of knowledge 
AND to 2) follow/infer the pa^erns of thought that led to each such asserTon. 
 
As Dr. Pabo conTnued this work, he noted some striking limits to human thought. He eventually 
realized that there’s an immense risk arising because of a mismatch between 1) limits of human 
cogniTve capacity and 2) the challenge of governance amidst the complexity of the modern 
world. This is not an easy gap to fill, but Dr. Pabo takes it as the most fundamental challenge of 
the human future. He thus focused on this challenge as he returned to Caltech as a VisiTng 
Professor in 2017 and taught a course on “The World in 2050.”   
 
Around the same Tme, Dr. Pabo also founded Humanity 2050, a nonprofit insTtute that 
developed several new strategies to help deal with the challenges of the Anthropocene. He 
needed to close the organizaTon in 2023 (due to a lack of outside funding and the 
administraTve challenges of running a nonprofit), but this has given him more Tme to focus on 
the underlying work. Dr. Pabo is now wriTng a series of blog posts on these new strategies, and 
plans to publish them in manuscript form as he gets feedback and advice on these new ideas. 


